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STRATEGY

The price of Russia's Crimean intervention
Figure 1: Russia: private sector net capital inflow and net FDI (% GDP)
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■ We maintain our 50% underweight stance on the Russian equity market
within a global emerging market portfolio (put in place on 4 December, see
2014 GEM regional and country outlook), the lowest recommended
exposure to any MSCI EM country constituent.
■ The Putin administration's bid to extract at least some concessions in the
form of territorial gains and/or political governance over the Crimea, a
complete reversal of the 1954 transfer of Crimea from Russia to Ukraine by
Khrushchev, or at the most extreme a broader annexation of Eastern
Ukrainian territory (unlikely in our view) will come at a cost which it may be
prepared to shoulder—after all, the international community's condemnation
of Russia's invasion of South Ossetia in August 2008 was relatively shortlived. These penalties may include, but are not limited to: (i) Russia's
potential expulsion from the G8 and termination of the G8 Sochi meeting; (ii)
European governments expediting measures to reduce dependency on
Russian gas imports; (iii) Russia's isolation from global capital markets with
clear negative consequences for the ruble and Russian equities; (iv) broader
economic and trade related sanctions and freezing of Russian state owned
enterprise foreign assets and assets of key Kremlin officials; and (v) highly
publicized national boycotting of Sochi Paralympics.
■ Fundamentally, the equity market now offers 18% upside (based off this
morning's RTS index level of 1150) given the 14-year association of Russian
equities with the oil price, ruble exchange rate versus the basket, US dollar
benchmark sovereign yields and energy production growth with these four
variables having explained 96% of the monthly movements in the RTS since
2000. However, we would not yet be tempted to re-engage Russian equities
based on this upside until we have additional clarity the Russian
administration's intentions for Crimea (and the Eastern regions of Ukraine
more broadly) and moreover given the upheaval over the course of the last
week our macro forecasts (particularly for the ruble) will require reappraisal.
DISCLOSURE APPENDIX AT THE BACK OF THIS REPORT CONTAINS IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES, ANALYST
CERTIFICATIONS, AND THE STATUS OF NON-US ANALYSTS. US Disclosure: Credit Suisse does and seeks to do

business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a
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The price of Russia's intervention
We maintain our 50% underweight stance on the Russian equity market within a global emerging market portfolio (put in
place on 4 December, see 2014 GEM regional and country outlook), the lowest recommended exposure to any MSCI
EM country constituent.
The Putin administration's bid to extract at least some concessions in the form of territorial gains and/or political
governance over the Crimea, a complete reversal of the 1954 transfer of Crimea from Russia to Ukraine by Khrushchev,
or at the most extreme a broader annexation of Eastern Ukrainian territory (unlikely in our view) will come at a cost which
it may be prepared to shoulder—after all, the international community's condemnation of Russia's invasion of South
Ossetia in August 2008 was relatively short-lived. These penalties may include, but are not limited to:


Russia's potential expulsion from the G8 and termination of the G8 Sochi meeting



European governments expediting measures to reduce dependency on Russian gas imports



Russia's isolation from global capital markets with clear negative consequences for the ruble and Russian
equities



Broader economic and trade related sanctions and freezing of Russian state owned enterprise foreign assets and
assets of key Kremlin officials



Highly publicized national boycotting of Sochi Paralympics

Russia's currency has already weakened by 21% over the past twelve months and remains in the bottom (more
vulnerable) half of our emerging markets FX scorecard on account of its relative valuation on PPP (second highest after
Brazil), a modest and decreasing current account surplus, significant FX debt burden (163% of GDP) and poor relative
real carry trade and 2014 real GDP growth.
Figure 2: Emerging markets FX scorecard
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However, Russia's relative external strength is that the country's immediate gross external financing requirement (i.e.
short-term debt amortization plus current account deficit—in Russia's case the latter component is in surplus) is covered
eight times by for country's foreign exchange reserves. Although the Achilles heel for Russia's balance of payments has
typically been capital flight (Four-quarter rolling private sector net capital outflows at end of 2013 were 2.9% of GDP and
deteriorating) which will likely be exacerbated by the current set of geopolitical circumstances.
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Figure 4: Russia: private sector net capital inflow and net
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Fundamentally, the equity market now offers 18% upside (based off this morning's RTS index level of 1150) given the 14year association of Russian equities with the oil price, ruble exchange rate versus the basket, US dollar benchmark
sovereign yields and energy production growth with these four variables having explained 96% of the monthly movements
in the RTS since 2000.
Figure 5: Multi factor regression model for Russian RTS
Model inputs
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Figure 6: Predicted versus actual Russian RTS
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However, we would not yet be tempted to re-engage Russian equities based on this upside until we have additional clarity
the Russian administration's intentions for Crimea (and the Eastern regions of Ukraine more broadly) and moreover given
the upheaval over the course of the last week our macro forecasts (particularly for the ruble) will require reappraisal.
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